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Hi UDot team - I watched the recorded video the other night. Thank you for putting that on.
 
The problem with Kimball Junction is simple overgrowth. For some reason Park City - land of the great 
outdoors - "needs" more commerce, fast food, and condo building on every square inch of open real estate. 
In the meeting it was even mentioned the implied expectation of even more housing next to Skull Candy, 
bringing the traffic even further destroying the great landscape.
 
One easy fix to congestion is to allow more, longer, better LEFT HAND TURNS in both directions off 224 into 
Redstone, McDonalds, Hugo Coffee building etc. Much of the I80 backup is due to thwarted traffic simply 
trying to turn left into Redstone.
 
One main issue is not addressing the overgrowth problem downtown - someone in the meeting asked about 
addressing the backups at Bear Hollow and Canyons (and beyond). The response was there are no plans.
 
The only problem 'streamlining' traffic in Kimball Junction will solve is moving traffic more quickly to the 
backups at Canyons and into town.... causing those to back up faster and longer... pushing the traffic right 
back into Kimball Junction. The bottlenecks continue to Kearns Blvd, Park Ave, etc. Solving Kimball Junction 
problems will not solve Park City's traffic problems. 
 
In the meeting someone asked about traffic for the potential 2030 Olympics, which was passed off as a 
"special event". (Just like Sundance where it takes an hour to travel from the outlets to downtown). I'm 
guessing 2030 Olympics traffic will become the norm in 25 years according to the projections that spawned 
the Kimball junction discussion in the first place. 
  
Likewise plans are heating up about Harmon's Supermarket coming to the outlets, cutting in yet another 
rotary by Whole Foods, impacting yet another piece of the larger kimball traffic pie. I don't understand why we 
need yet another grocery store with Walmart, Smith's, and Fresh Market within 4 miles of each other - where 
will the employees live - I guess next to Skull Candy in the 1000 unit complex causing even more traffic woes. 
Plus the traffic will spill over into the residential roads from Powderwood to Skull Candy - that will become 
another traffic nightmare through residential areas that will require yet another study. But I digress...
 
I understand there is no easy solution, but re-configuring a piece of Kimball Junction with massive 
construction / tunnels / new I80 lanes / bridges / inconvenience / extreme cost / residential impact on Kilby 
Rd., etc will not solve the real problem - unrestrained overgrowth.  
 
There is no Industry per se in park city - only daily-living needs and recreation/hospitality. The area can only 
sustain so much influx before no one can ski because there is no parking. All the while traffic gets worse and 
worse at the downtown destinations (6 miles from the Kimball project).  
 
Look at Lake Mead and Lake Powell and the almost certain water depletion. Yet builders keep building 
because it's not their problem. Has anyone looked up from the simulations of projected inbound/outbound 
traffic flow to check out the water level at Jordanelle?
 
At some point enough is enough. How much more tax revenue does Park City need? How many more $10 
million vacation rentals? How many more low-paying jobs with nowhere to live? 
 
Just because you can massively reconfigure Kimball Junction doesn't mean you should. 
 
Try longer dedicated left-hand turns first. (It's free.) 
 
Perhaps I missed it during the presentation, but I did not hear any "total effectiveness comparison" of plans A, 
B, C... Are they all equally effective in traffic mitigation? What did the simulations show? I'm confused on that 
front. The general public has no idea from yellow and green lines on a PDF and "diamond interchanges" what 
the 'right' approach is. 
 
I did not proofread before sending, so this is a bit rambly, snarky and aggressive, but without larger 
consideration Park City will suffocate itself. These are the moments where as a regular Joe Citizen you feel 
like "what's the point". All that said, my uneducated view is option C would have the least disruptive impact at 
lowest cost. Digging underground (B) or messing up Kilby/Outlets/Landmark (A) seem wholly unnecessary. 
  
The wheels are already in motion, but thanks for listening.
  
 - Chris
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